This kit contains:
A complete kit of Robot in resin (IDF).
A figure police made of resin.
A manual of assembly in two sheets first side / reverse.
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
-On the first sheet: the manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and parts required
for each step are indicated at the top left of each picture (part number relating to the
nomenclature of second sheet).
- On the second sheet: you will find the nomenclature that is to be placed next to the sheet for
assembly in refer to each number.
-So a historical text
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
It is recommande to use glue cyanoacrylate.
Historic:
This little robot, his name Wolverine, is manufactured by Israel Military industries IMI
company and is controlled remotely.
It is used primarily for demining within the Police. It is also used by the Army to explore
places at risk through a surveillance camera that is equipped. This infrared camera has a very
powerful zoom and can rotate 360 degrees. Wolverine can disarm or target shooting with his
gun on the end of his arm with another camera.
It also has the particularity of wheel and track assembly which allows for drive on all terrains.
The tracks can be removed if necessary. And with its tight boxes, it may carry survival kits
and weather resistant or driving on wet or dry.
It is transported by a Ford F-550.
Some example of camouflage possible for this kit:
Painting Tamiya
IDF

Three parts de XF-51 for a part de XF-57
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